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Short Handling Instruction 

Security button 
for fixing the shank

Rotatable (360o) 

Oscillating Head
(1,2) Oscillating Head is the first semi disposable plastic 
head, mechanically driven with reciprocating movement. 
The security button at the backside (2) ensures that the 
shank is firmly fixed in position
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Changing the shank from the Oscillating Head
(e.g. due to wearing out) please turn the button clockwise by 45° until stop
position (2A) and remove it (2B) Now you can change the shank. (2B)
To fix it, insert the security button and turn it counter-clockwise (2C)

Stopper

How to change the Shank from the Oscillating Head
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For SDC Premium Line and SDC  BASIC Line

How to fit the file to the pink shank for metal HP & blue shank for Oscillating Head 

Fit the file: (A) by sliding the file arch up-wards from the 
shank bottom and up. (B) Push the file upwards until it’s 
blocked in place by the “click” sound. (C) File is now 
correctly assembled and ready to use

↑↑

B C

Insert the SDC-G5 shank in the handpiece head completely with the stopper reverted to the bottom. Stopper prevents the file from slipping out!

A
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How to remove the file from the pink shank for metal HP & blue shank for Oscillating Head 

Ideal start position

Remove file: (A) Place thumb on the file arch, not on the hand piece/shank jointure!
(B) With your thumb tip press arch slightly downwards until the file clicks out from shank
(C) Slide out file downwards until the beginning of the arch and remove completely
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- Use only as described above.

Important to know ! 
We recommend to respect these important points:

Nose Cone 4:1
Micro motor: 
20'000 rpm

Maximum Rotating Speed:
5’000 oscillations pm
Use with adjustable speed
Air motor and/or Electric 
micro motor

1. Always lubricate the hand piece before and after use
2. Set the micro motor to the indicated speed in the instructions
 manual DO NOT SET SPEED HIGHER OR LOWER!
3. With the hand piece and file in motion enter and extract
 tool from the interproximal space with a cervical movement
4. During treatment be careful with the pressure exercised
 NEVER EXCEED the 3N (approx. 300g)

5. For hand piece lubrication techniques, sterilization and cleaning
 follow instructions manual:
 http://www.uk.nsk-dental.com/support/userguide.html
 www.uk.nsk-dental.com/support/maintence/  
 www.coxotec.com

6. For files instructions for use and sterilization follow SDC user's 
 manual:
 http://www.swissdentacare.ch

NSK Ti- Max X55 4:1
NSK Ti- Max X55L 4:1
COXO C3-11
Micro motor:
40’000 rpm

Maximum Rotating Speed:
10’000 oscillations pm
Use with Air and/or
Electric micro motor

Files are currently advertised as being sterilizable for repeated use. NB: The nature of particle entrapment within the grit makes the practice 
of using recycled files among different patients discretionary. We advise to always sterilize the files in an autoclave with a cycle B “prion”.
This is in compliance with the EU standard EN13060.

Place the used instruments in an ultrasonic 
cleaner with a special disinfectant containing 
a corrosion inhibitor additive.

The instruments should not be immersed too 
longin the solution to ensure that the color coding 
is notremoved. Do not use highly aggressive 
chemicalproducts (e.g. hydrochloric acid, 
hydrogen peroxide) as they could corrode the 
instruments.

These substances can also impair the 
technical properties of the plastics, i.e. 
change their hardness and durability. 

- The consumption of the instrument lifetime, replacement and disposal is an exclusive decision of the physician according to his needs.

Program table:
Sterilization Cycles B Standard 134 B Prion 134 B Standard 121

Temperature  135.5º C  135.5º C  122.5º C
Pressure  2.16 bar  2.16 bar  1.14 bar
Duration of the plateau   4’  18’  15’

Duration of the drying phase  15’  15’  20’

Total duration:  30’- 40’  44’- 54’  50’- 60’

Sterilization and Hygiene recommendation
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Swissdentacare SA T +41 91 604 54 13
Via della Posta 3 info@swissdentacare.ch
6934 Bioggio - Switzerland     www.swissdentacare.ch

Warnings, Precautions and Contraindications 
- The instrument is for exclusive professional use, mainly for dentists specialized in Orthodontics.

- Verify instrument integrity before reutilization.
- To ensure traceability during instrument lifetime we recommend to preserve the packaging.

- Do not disperse in the environment.
- Keep out of the sight and reach of children.
- Do not swallow.

 

 




